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Outline                  

 The changing role of language use in the 
Australian Defence Organisation

 A new approach to LOTE

 The LOTE Capability Model

 Operations: Adaptive Campaigning

 The development of new Operational LOTE courses

 Course design principals:

 Language as a form of social behaviour 
(Halliday 1979, 1994, Halliday and Matthiessen 
2004)

 genre based design (Martin 1994) 

 Text based curriculum (Feez 1998) using the 
learning teaching cycle



The changing role of language use in
the Australian Defence Organisation

 1944 – Elite Translator Service

 1950 – 1975 Korea/Borneo/Vietnam

 1975 – 1999 Peace Time Establishment
 Diplomatic

 Signals Intelligence

 1999 – 2011 Continuous Operations
 Iraq / Afghanistan

 East Timor / Solomon Islands

 Indonesia / Pakistan / PNG / Tonga / Haiti / 
Japan 



A new approach to LOTE

 The Defence requirement is for foreign 
language skills to enable the work of 
defence personnel in overseas, non-English 
speaking theatres.

 A recognition that ‘one size doesn’t fit all’
 Language for Specific Purposes

 For different users
 Learning in different contexts

 Learning using different styles

 Life long learning.

 Development of the LOTE Capability Model



LOTE Capability Model:
User grades (1-7)

1. Culturally enabled users

2. Vocational users

3. Analyst - trade specific

4. Professional users -operational

5. Professional users - strategic

6. Military LOTE trainers

7. Military interpreter/translator 
(NAATI)

at DFSL



Foreign Languages Courses 
supporting user grades 1-7

1. Force Protection

2. Tactical Interaction

3. Electronic Warfare Training 

4. Operational Engagement

5. Strategic Engagement

6. Language Teacher Training 

7. Translator/Interpreter Training

at DFSL



New Model: one size doesn’t fit all
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Origins of the new model



Contemporary Operating 
Environment

 Multiple diverse actors

 Outcomes decided in minds of the 
population

 Relevance of combat operations



Complex Terrain:

 Complex Physical 
Terrain

 Complex Human 
Terrain

 Complex Informational 
Terrain



Three Block war



One Block war



Adaptive Campaigning

 ADF response to contemporary 
operating environment

 Requirement to adapt to:

 increasing rate of change

 increased complexity



Adaptive Campaigning

 The philosophical and conceptual framework 
underpinning Adaptive Campaigning is the 
five mutually reinforcing and interdependent 
lines of operations:

Joint Land Combat

Population Protection

Information Actions

Population Support

Indigenous Capacity 

Building



Joint Land Combat
Joint Land Combat



Population Protection



Information Actions



Population Support
Population Support



Indigenous Capacity 
Building



Operational focus across the 
5 LOO in Timor Leste 

1999 2010

Joint Land Combat Population Protection

Information Actions Population Support

Indigenous Capacity Building



Adaptive Campaigning and 
Languages

Cultural competency and capability. In wars 
fought amongst the people, commanders at all levels 
require the capabilities to understand and address the 
‘human terrain’ of complex social, cultural, historical, 
political, economic and population geography within 
an area of operations. While specialist linguists form 

part of the requirement, they represent only a 
comparatively small part. More importantly, all 

personnel within the theatre of operations must be 
capable of acting as tactical ‘ambassadors’ and 

achieving an appropriate degree of empathy and 
engagement with the population. This means that all 
personnel in theatre (including interagency elements 
and service providers) must be empowered with basic 

cultural, social and language skills, and specific-to-
country knowledge.



Duty Task Inventory from 
Needs Analysis

 Convey pleasantries and courtesies
 Establish rapport with adults/ children
 Determine security status of an area
 Enforce curfew
 Conduct convoy escort
 Stop an illegal action
 Liaise with indigenous forces
 Establish Key Point Protection (KPP) and Vital Asset Protection (VAP)
 Conduct Clearance Operation/ Manage unarmed conflicting parties
 Control and detain an armed combatant or suspicious person
 Manage detainees/ displaced persons / refugees
 Seek permission to enter and search property/ Conduct Soft Knock Entry/ 

Conduct Hard Knock Entry
 Manage traffic control point/ Manage vehicle check point
 Conduct body search/ Conduct boarding party (maritime) search 
 Distribute humanitarian aid
 Provide immediate medical assistance/ environmental health services 



TI Course Design Principals

Using the principals of Hallidayian (2004 etc.)

linguistics, namely that

o Language is a form of social behaviour;

o Unfolding in a social context;

o Negotiated by the interactants;

o Realised by instances of whole texts

o With different social purposes (genres) ……

It was determined that the course framework would be

genre based, that is, organised around the genres

required in the workplace context to get the work

done.



Workplace task and genre

 Based on the Duty Task Inventory 
those genres are

 Casual conversation

 Directives

 Procedures

 Explanations

 Information transactions



New Operational Courses: the 
Tactical Interaction example

 The Tactical Interaction course has five modules.
 The LOTE module (STANAG 1100) is

 Workplace task specific based on the FIVE lines of 
operation in Adaptive Campaigning;

 using only the required macro-skills
 And the required genres within the workplace 

context 
 which are routine and predictable
 In a cyclical curriculum – revisiting each genre at 

new levels of complexity such as in the generic 
stages, the meaning and the lexicogrammar.

 The Generic Modules are: 
 Intercultural Awareness
 Language learning strategies
 Language Awareness (Functional Grammar)
 Train the Trainee (Language teaching skills)



Tactical Interaction: 
Pashto Module

 The purpose of the TI Pashto Module is to 
prepare selected ADF personnel to operate in a 
Tactical environment in Afghanistan using 
vocational level Pashto.

 LOTE Learning Outcome: Operate in a Tactical 
Environment using Pashto

1. Use Pashto to Conduct Casual Conversations 

2. Use Pashto to Give Directives 

3. Use Pashto to Convey Procedures 

4. Use Pashto to Conduct Information Transactions 

5. Use Pashto to Give Explanations

 Proficiency and competency based assessment



Contextualising the genre…

 Use Pashto to Give Directives 
 Determine security status of an area

 Enforce curfew

 Conduct convoy escort

 Stop an illegal action



Questions?


